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Summary.- A possible classical route conducting towards a gene
ral relativity theory with higher-derivatives starting, in a sense, from
first principles, is analysed. A completely causal vacuum solution with the
symmetries of the Godel universe is obtained in the framework of this
higher-derivative gravity. This very peculiar and rare result is the first
known vacuum solution of the fourth-order gravity theory that is not a
solution of the corresponding Einstein's equations.

PACS. 04.60.+n Quantum theory of gravitation.

PACS. 9B.6O.0r Relativistic cosmology.

PACS. 04.20.Jb Solutions to equations.
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1. - Introduction.

One of the most remarkable features of Einstein's gene£

al theory of relativity (1) is the possibility of geometrization

of an interaction, namely,the gravitational interaction. That

special prominent characteristic of gravity makes it fundamental

ly distinct from the other known interactions. On the other

hand, for tnc sake of unity and consistency of physics, it is

highly desirable that we can quantize gravity, Certainly, it

must be part of nature's design some unification between(essen_

tially) the microphysics (quantum mechanics) and the macrophys-

ics (general relativity). But whether that unification assumes

the form of a standard quantization procedure applied to stan

dard general relativity theory, or whether the procedure or

theory must be substituted by a non-standard one, or whether we

should appeal to a new type of unified scheme, wherein ordinary

quantum theory and ordinary general relativity represent two

distinct limits, it is still an open question.

At present the R + R* theory of gravity has been suggest

ed as a possible solution to the infinities plagueing the quan_
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tization of general relativity ( ). This higher-derivative

(ij A.EINSTEIN, The Meaning of Relativity (Chapman and Hall

Ltd., London, 1978).

(2) I.ANTONIADIS and E.T.TOMBOULIS: Phys, Rev. D 33,2756(1986).

(3) K.S.STELLE: Phys, Rev. D, 16, 953(1977).

(4) S.DESER and P. van NIEUWENHUIZEN:Phys. Rev. 0 10,601(1974).

(5) E.T.TOMBOULIS: Phys. Rev. Lett., 52, 1173(1984).

(6) N.H.BARTH and S.M.CHRISTENSEN: Phys. Rev. 0- 28, 1876(1983).



gravity theory is defined by the action

(1)

where a and 6 are dlmensionless coupling constants (in natural

units), k and A are the Einstein cosmological constants, respec_

tively, and L is the matU-i Lagrangian density. The correspond
111 *̂ "

ing field equations are given by

a(- Rag + 4RR - 4g OR + 4V 7 R)

8(- 2 O R U V - R p QR
p eg u v

(4)

Tor the quantum field theorist this fourth-order theory

has the great advantage of being renormalizable by power

counting ( ), whereas, as it is well known, classical general

relativity is clearly perturbatively nonrenormalizable by power
7 8counting in four dimensions ( ' ). From an entirely classical

(7) G;§t HOOFT and M.VELTMAN: Ann. Inst. Henri Poincaré, 20, 69

(1974).

(8) S.DESER and P. van NIEUMENHUIZEN: Phys. Rev. D, 10, 401

(1974); 10, 411(1974).



viewpoint, higher-derivative gravity may be thought as a gener_

allzation of Einstein's general relativity,since it respects

the geometrical nature of gravity as well as its gauge symmetry,

i.e., its invariance under general coordinate transformations.

The following question can now be posed: is there any

"geometrical route" towards this higher-derivative gravity theci

ry, that, in a sense, starts from first principles? In other

words, is it possible to build up this theory taking as proto

type Einstein's gravity theory?

Our first aim here is to answer this question. In order

to accomplish this we proceed as follows.

In section 2 we analyse possible alternative gravity the

ories to general relativity that can be derived from an action

of the form

(5) I = /d4x /ig G ,

where G is a "geometrical scalar", i. e., a function of g and

its derivatives, but otherwise arbitrary. By requiring that the

preceding action is invariant under arbitrary (continuous) co

ordiriate transformations (general covariance) we arrive at di_f

ferential identities that are similar to the Bianchi identities

of general relativity. Following Einstein's steps we admit that

the sources are proportional to the energy-momentum tensor Tyv.

Consequently, the "generalized Bianchi identities" imply in the

vanishing of the covariant divergence of Tuv. From this class

of alternative theories we pick up those wherein the scalar G

is quadratic on the curvature tensor and its ordinary contract

tions, which corresponds to the following choices regarding G :

R, %1/,aR
yvotB, R ,RUV, Rf. In reality they are not independent due

livuD liv

to the Bach-Lanczos (9|1°) identity.



(6)

Appealing to simplicity as a guide, we choose the theories gene

rated by Ra and R
ag

flCl8» respectively, tr> l^k 'nt-*

In section 3 we apply the weak field approximation vu

the theories just mentioned. It results that they are not compa_

tible with Newton's law of gravitation in the nonrelativlstlc

limit. Me show then that a gravity theory constructed from the

action

(7) I = //Ii dSc^f + oR

where a, 3, Y are constants and L̂  i s the matter Lagrangian den

s i ty , i s in asymptotic agreement with Newton's law in the nori

relat ivist ic limit, in case y = •* and the parameters a,6 obey

suitable relations. These constraints on the parameters are then

interpreted from the quantum field theory viewpoint.

At this point we may ask ourselves if there is any advari

tage, from the classical point of view, in considering this h_i

gher-derivative theory in place of general relativity. Clearly

the answer will be affirmative if the new theory i s such that

i t can predict some results that are not expected to be found

in the standard general relativity, or, and this i s a point that

deserves to be investigated,in case the theory can be used as a therapy to

certain chronic pathologies of general relativity.More intimately related to

this last sense we exhihit in section 4 a completely causal vacuum solution

with the symmetries of the Gõdel universe concerning the highê r

(9) R. BACH, Math. Z • , 110 (1921).

(10) C. LANCZOS, Ann. of Math., 39, 842 (1938).
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-derivative field equations. This very peculiar and rare result

is the first known exact vacuum solution of the fourth-order

gravity theory that is not a solution of the corresponding Eins

tein's equations. It stablishes a linkage between the micro

physics (the mass of the non-tachyonic spin-O-particle) and the

"tacrophyiics (cosmological constant).

2.- Alternative gravity theories to general relativity.

Suppose we want to construct a geometrical theory of gr£

vitation, via a principle of least action, that is, from a stai

tement that some functional of the dynamical variables, the

action, is stationary with respect to small variations of these

variables. A possible way to achieve this, and here we appeal

to Einstein's theory as a paradigm, is to start from a "purely

gravitational action" of the fornr'

(8) I = JdAx/^3 G.

Here G is a scalar that depends on geometry alone or, in

other words, is a function of g v and its derivatives, but is

otherwise arbitrary. For the sake of generality of the theory ,

we require that the above action is invariant under arbitrary

(continuous) coordinate transformations (general covariance) ,

whose infinitesimal form is written as follows;

(9)

Under this transformation,

(*) w? admit at first the absence of sources.



(10) g v v (x ) = g u v (x )

SO,

(11) Gg — Q (x) —

However,

;_ai V j; a

Equaling 61 to zero and taking into account that the çw

are arb i t rary , we conclude that

(13) C u v
; v = 0 .

It is assumed that we can freely integrate by parts whenever

we need to. The metric and its derivatives are supposed to fall

off fast enough asymptotically, and we also admit that there are

«ire no special boundary effects (like singularities).

<**>r - 1 rM/M? G) a 3 ( / M ? G) a a 8 ( / ^ G) ,
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Thus, mathematically, the "contracted Bianchi identities"

are a consequence of the fact that the action integral (8) is

Invariant under general (continuous) coordinate transformations.

It is worth noticing, en passant, that this result was obtained

regardless to any particularization of the form of G. On the other

hand, if we appeal to the powerful Noether's second theorem(11'12),

we get to the same conclusion in a trivial way. In fact, the

aforementioned theorem asserts that the invariance of the action

under local gauge transformations implies in the so called "ge

neralized Bianchi identities", a name just borrowed from 0«n£

ral relativity, for which they are identical to the contracted

Bianchi identities. The existence of the identities (13)reveals

the singular nature of the Lagrangian density of the theory,i.e.,

it indicates the presence of constraints in the theory.

At this point it is reasonable to turn our attention to

the problem concerning the determination of the scalar G. Ce£

tainly, the simplest choice for this scalar should be G * R,

which leads to Einstein's gravitational theory. It is obvious

that this is only one of the possible options to this scalar ,

remaining at our disposal a multitude of invariants regarding

the curved space-time. We restrict our analysis to those invari

ants that are quadratic on the curvature tensor or its ordinary

contractions, namely,

« \

(11) K.SUNOERMEYER: Constrained Dynamics (Sprlng-Verlag,Ber'in,

Heidelberg, New York, 1982).

(12) N.K.K0N0PLEV4 and V.N.POPOV: Gauge Fields (Harwood Acade

mic Publishers, Chur, London, New York, 1981).
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In that case the corresponding "field equations" are given by

(15) R> * ( 1 )G M V x - ̂  R»gMV • 2RRpw • 2R.uv - Zg^cR „ 0 ,

(16)

(17)

In deriving the above results we have used the following

identities:

T
 v - T v * R T 9 V * R V T

 9

(20)

We call attention to the fact that these theories have

been suggested by Weyl ( ) and Eddington (14) with completely

different leitmotive. In reality they are not independent due

to the Bach-Lanczos (9>1°) identity

(21) «/•=£ dAx(RoBY6R
oB^6 - 4 Ras R° B * R*}

(13) H.WEYL: Space-Time-Matter (Dover, New York, 1952).

(14) A, EDOINGTON: The Mathematical Theory of Relativity,2ncW

(Cambridge University Press, London, 1924).
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which is usually known as Gauss-Bonnet theorem. Consequently on

ly two of the theories under consideration are independent.Here

we adopt simplicity as our criterion of judgement, which leads
ftfl

us to clioose the theories generated by R* and R ag
R t respect

ively, to analyse.

Until now we have not worried about the sources, conse_

quently, our equations are vacuum equations. In order to intro-

duce the sources into the theory we appeal again to Einstein's

gravity theory, which leads us to take the sources proportional

to the energy-momentum tensor T M V. It follows then that our

"gravity theories" may be written formally as

wherein k is a constant with a suitable dimension, whose nume£

ical value will be taken equal to the usual Einstein constant ,

in order to have Einstein's general theory of relativity as a

member of the above set of "gravitational theories" i#

Otherwise, the "generalized Bianchi identities" imply

that the covariant divergence of T-'v is null. In other words, the

gauge invariance conducts us locally to the "conservation law"

(23) T*1* « 0 .
• v

This result shows us in a very clear way that those grav_

ity theories share,with the Einstein's theory , the remarkable

We restrict our study to theories of second and fourth order

respectively. In the first case, [k] = L'f whereas in the

second one k is dlmensionless.
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property that the field equations and the equations of motion

are linked. In particular, a test particle will follow the geo-

desies of the manifold.

We remark that any vacuum solutions of Einstein*s equa

tions is also a solution of the "vacuum equations" concerning

our gravity theories. This result is trivially verified by

inspection. The reciprocal is not true in general, because Eins

tein's equations are of second order whereas the equations re

gardlng the alternative theories we are considering are of

fourth-order.

y.~ Weak field approximation.

In spite of the previously mentioned virtues of these

alternative gravity theories it is of vital importance to invejs

tigate if we can recover from them Newton-s law of gravitation

in the nonrelativistic Unit. To do so,we apply the weak field

approximation. Following the conventional method ( ), we write

the metric tensor as

V

where

V,

|h I « 1 :

(15) L,LANDAU AND E. LIFSHITZ: The Classical Theory of Fields ,

4 t h ed. (Pergamon, Oxford, 1975).
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and we retain in our field equations only the terms which are

linear in h or the derivatives of h y v. In this approximation

our field equations assume the form

( 2 5 )

where

- \v o ) h

i27) (2)Giv> " 7 °" V * * 7

* 7 n X O p i R A i i v p * R X v u o + nuv n Ü > O f iAo) iap
)

<28) V • hMv " 7 nMVhf h

(29) G

The coma denotes partial derivative, and the indices are

raised and lowered with the Minkowski metric r\ . The symbol

(L) stands for linear approximation.

On the other hand, it is not difficult to show that

(3o)

Thus, the linearized equations imply that

O ,

which is the conservation law of energy and momentum in special
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relativity.

Now the linearized gravitational field equations are

invariant unoer the gauge transformation:

«here A are small but otherwise arbitrary four functions.Also,

(32) allows us to put the harmonic condition,

(33) h u v*
v
 s 0 ,

which we assume henceforth. The linearized equations (26) and

(27) are then given, respectively, by

(34)

(35)

Contracting these equations,we get respectively

(36) 3ODh = kT ,

(37) ODh = kT .

Let us consider the gravitational field of a point

cle located at the origin,for which T w v is given by

(38)

From (36) and (38) we get in the nonrelativistic limit
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that(#)

(39)

In deriving this result we have used the fact that the Green

function for V* is - ^ . From (39) we obtain v"fh 12 + 0 while

from (34) we get V'h 12 s 0. Therefore the system (34) has no

solution at all for a mass point at rest at the origin.

If we proceed in a similar way with respect to the eq.

(35) we arrive at the following result

(40) h0£) « - | rGM .

Obviously this result is physically unacceptable, since

it furnishes us a gravitational potential proportional, rather

than inversely proportional, to the distance. Thus we conclude

that gravity theories generated by the scalars R* and RUVR v

are not compatible with Newton's law of gravitation in the non-

relativistic limit.

Now, as it is well known, the gravitational theory of

Einstein conducts, in the nonrelativistic limit, to Newton's

law. Indeed, in this case, the linearized equations in the gaij

ge (30) assume the form

(41)

In the nonrelativistic limit the operator a reduces to -7*

due to the static character of the metric.

' i s |x|; k s BITG, where G is the gravitational constant.
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and reduce, in the nonrelatlvistic limit and for a point parti

cle, to

* 2kN6'(x) ,

which implies that the potential Is given by

4 ,
 h00 s

It follows then that, in order to mantain the connection with

Newton*s law in the nonrelativistic limit, we ought to modify

Einstein's theory in such a manner that the higher-derivative

terms introduced Into the theory are negligible at macroscopic

distances. Formally, a way to achieve this is through the subs

titutlon of the special relatlvlstic operator D by

(42) a(i + d*o) f

where d is a constant with the dimension of length. In the nor>

relativistic limit this operator reduces to

(43) 7»(-1 + d*V*),

and its Green function is given by

<"> ' -£'''* •

which shows us that at distances r >> d Newton's law is not

changed.

We call attention to the fact that similar modifications
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were considered in electrodynamics to avoid difficulties ass£

elated with point charges ( 1 6 > 1 7).

Taking into account the previous considerations,we take

the Lagraglan density corresponding to our gravitational theory

as

(45) L

where a, 8, Y are constants and l_m is the matter Lagrangian deri

slty (everythig except gravity). In this case the field

itons are

(46)

<47> Gyv • Í <R
Mv * 1

 R*.

* 2 R R
U U •

^ V

In the weak field approximation and in the gauge(30) these

equations assume the form

< 1 6) F.BOPP: Ann.Phys., 38, 345 (1940); 42, 575 (1943).

(17) B.PODOLSKY: Phys. Rev., 62, 68 (1942).
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(48) * oh u v • « o O y 3 g - nwva)h

In the nonrelativistic limit we get

'rn>*GM r 1 4 e'rn>* 1

(50) h = ̂  (i - S _ l

(51) m* =

(52)

Comparison at infinity with the Newtonian result •= - •=—

shows that the correct physical value of y is 1/2. Thus, (49)

may be made to approach the Newtonian limit ^ as closely as we

wish, by ensuring that m^ and mQ are large enough.

Of course we are admitting that the parameters mQ , m2

are positive, which in its turn implies that a, 8 are no I arfcd

trary, but must satisfy the relations

(53) 3a+B >0 ,

(54) B < 0

what signification may we attribute to these constraints?
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The answer is straightforward If we note that the higher-deriva

tive theory contains two mass scales, associated with the

spin-0 -:nd spin-2 particles present in the linearized theory

They are given, respectively, by(6)

(55) m* *

(56) mi = -

So, nontachyonic spin-0 and spin-2 particles, require

(3a+3) to be positive and S to be negative, respectively. It

is worth noticing that the spin - 2 particle has significance
IP

even in the nonlinear sector of the theory ( ) .

For simplicity, we have not considered the "cosmological

constant" , which would only contribute with a negligible modifica

tlon of Newton's law for noncosmological distances, without

affecting our main conclusions. In case the cosmological cons

tant is included in the theory, the corresponding field equ£

tlons are given by eqs. (2), (3), (4).

B.WHITT: Phys, Lett. B, 145, 176 (1984) .
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4.- A completely causal vacuum solution with the symmetries of

the Godel universe.

The presence of closed timellke curves In the so-called

Gõdel-type universes, that is, models that are defined by the

line element (19)

(57) ds* * [dt + H(r)d*]' - D*(r)d»f - dr» - dza ,

•ay be considered as the Acchilles's heel of the standard gene_
Oft

ral relativity theory. Recently, Rebouças and Tiomno ( ) have

showed that the causal pathologies of these universes, in case

of models that are homogeneous in space and time (ST-homogeneous),

depend on two independent parameters: m and £1 . Only in case
m* s 4Ü1 there is no breakdown of causality of Gõdel-type. They

have also found the first exact Gõdel-type solution of Einstein's

equations describing a completely causal ST-homogeneous rotating

universe. The source of the geometry concerning this solution

is a massless scalar field. On the other hand, it is not diffi

cult to show, from their work, that completely causal vacuum

solutions of the Godel-type related to ST-homogeneous models,

are not allowed in the framework of general relativity. Taking

M.J.REBOUÇAS and J.TIOMNO: Nuovo Cimento B, 90, 204(1985).
Of)

)
Of)

< ) M.J.REBOUÇAS and J.TIOMNO: Phys.Rev. D, 28, 1251(1983).

The necessary and sufficient conditions to a Godel-type m£

20trie be space-time-homogeneous are ( ):

s const 5 28, i£ = const = m1
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into account that from the classical point of view, the main

value of a theory such as higher-derivative gravity is just to

work as a kind of therapy to the pathologies of the type we are

discussing, we can conclude that the investigation of vacuum so

lutions with the symmetries of the Gõdel universe in the context

of this higher-derivative is well suited.

In the absence of sources, the field equations ( 3 ) for

the ST-homogeneous Gõdel-type metric (57) are

(58) GQ0 - ^ (-3Í1* + m») + A/k

+ a[-2O£24 - Am4 • 24il*m*]

+ 6C-6OQ4 + 24rt»aflI - 2m4] = 0 ,

(59) G n = G22 ^ £ ( - « ' ) - A/k

a[-12£l4 - 4m4 + 16íl'ma]

+ 0[-36fi4 + lom'il1 - 2m4] = 0,

(60) G33 - ^ [11* - ra
l] -A/k

+ a[4ft4 + 4m4 -

+ B[12B4 • 2m4 - 8m»ííl] = O

The solution of these equations can be presented

in the form
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I* •
The aetiic corresponding to this model is given by

(62) ds* = dt» • £ sinh't") d*dt - dra - dz1 - ̂  ^

He have thus succeeded in finding a completely causal

vacuum solution v of the Godel-type in the framework of

higher-derivative gravity. As such, it is a very peculiar vacuum

solution, having no analog in the context of the standard gene_

ral relativity. It is also interesting because it relates Ne£

ton's constant,a, B, and the value of the ccsmological constant.

Besides this, it stablishes a connection between the mass of

the nontachyonic spin-0 particle (microphysics) and the cosm£

logical constant (macrophysics). Indeed, eqs. (55) and (61) pro

vides us with the unusual result

(63) mj = - £ A.

This remarkable and rare result is the first known vti

cuum solution of the fourth-order gravity theory that is not a 3£

lution of the corresponding Einstein's equations.

Counting the cosmological constant as "vacuum1*.


